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Abstract 
This paper reviews our security camera system with privacy protection. Invasion of privacy is the most serious problem of 
security cameras. So, we have developed the software named Dairi EYE Lock to solve the problem. 
Images taken by a security camera were encrypted and view the images. This decrypting software is managed by the authority, 
such as a local government or the police. Thus, the agreement of both owner of the security camera and the authority is essential 
to view this image. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, number so heinous crime aiming at children increases. On the other hand, witnessing information is 
very few. Decrease of the communication between local residents is considered as the main cause. There was much 
communication between local residents in the old Japanese societies. Thus, witnessing information was provided to 
the police by local inhabitants. 
Therefore, the Society for e-JIKEI Network proposed “e-JIKEI Network” (The e-JIKEI Network Promotion Institute, 
2004). JIKEI means vigilant. The project intends to recreate the mutual watching system, which had usually 
functioned in old communities, in the present days, but in a much more powerful and flexible form with the aid of 
the information technologies. The project is discussed from the viewpoint of social dimension (Fujii et al., 2005a; 
Fujii et al., 2005b), security of residential area (Ueda et al, 2006) and national security (Fujii et al, 2008). 
However, security cameras have the possibility of invasion of privacy by watching public space. There were two 
conventional solutions to invasion of privacy. One is that the guideline for operating security camera is decided. The 
other is that the images taken by a security camera are stored only for a period of time, and deleted after the period 
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ends. However, it is not enough because the images can be abused because owner of the camera might not obey the 
guideline. In order to solve this problem, we have developed the software as a part of the security camera system. 
2. Concept of the e-JIKEI Network 
In the e-JIKEI Network, the constituent element of the network which consists of a PC, a camera, software and 
collected information such as stored images, is owned and managed by individual citizens. In case of an emergency, 
the information possessed by individual constituent elements is voluntarily provided to the appropriate institution, 
such as the police office. 
In ancient Japanese communities, as in other communities of the world, citizens noticed the people they 
encountered and memorized the information in their brains. In case of an emergency, the citizens voluntarily 
provided their recollections and information to the community inspectors. The e-JIKEI Network attempts to 
reintroduce such procedure in the present world with the aid of computers and the Internet connection replace the 
individual’s brain, eye, and communication method, but in a much more efficient and extended form. 
3. Software to realize the system 
Figure 1 shows system configuration. Dairi EYE Lock is software owned by the owner of the security camera. 
ImageViewerPrivilege is software owned by administrator of whole systems. The encrypted images are provided 
from the owner of security camera to the administrator of whole system. Only administrator of whole system can 
view the images. 
Figure 1. System configuration 
4. Functions 
4.1. Encrypt and store 
Dairi EYE Lock has an encryption feature. Extension of encrypted image file is “.DE”. The encrypted images 
cannot be viewed without a decryption program. 
We are using public-key cryptosystem. Encrypting key is inserted to both Dairi EYE Lock and 
ImageViewerPrivilege source code by the authority, and we generate Dairi EYE Lock and ImageViewerPrivilege 
execution program. The input code makes four new codes and they rewrite the images.
The images are stored to a specified directory. They are automatically sorted by year, month, day, and watching 
start time, using a tree directory structure. 
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Figure 2. Dairi EYE Lock have an encrypt function
4.2. Make and edit profile 
For each camera, its profile can be recorded and managed. Figure 3 shows a profile manager window. Figure 4 
shows a make and edit profile window. Not only USB cameras, but also HTTP and FTP network cameras can be 
used with Dairi EYE Lock program. For network cameras, additional information like IP address and the image file 
name is required. The image file name is usually described in the manual of the camera. 
  
Figure 3. Profile manager                                                Figure 4. Making and editing profile window
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4.3. Running Dairi EYE Lock 
Figure 5 shows the window where Dairi EYE Lock is running. Figure 6 shows the watching, setting and help 
menus. 
     
Figure 5. Dairi EYE Lock main window                                         Figure 6. watching, setting and help menus 
4.4. Decrypt captured images by ImageViewerPrivilege 
Figure 7 shows the window of ImageViewerPrivilege. ImageViewerPrivilege is the dedicated software for 
decrypting and displaying the images. 
Figure 7. Running ImageViewerPrivilege
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5. Conclusion 
We reviewed a security camera system with privacy protection with software named Dairi EYE Lock. This 
system was developed with encryption function to avoid privacy invasion. The agreement of both the owner of the 
security camera and the administrator of whole systems is essential to view the images which were taken with the 
security camera. The key idea of the system is to divide the encrypted images and the decrypting software under 
different controls. The authors plan to improve this system further, and hope to contribute to security of society with 
the system. 
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